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The phase behavior of rod-plate mixtures was investigated using model systems of unambiguously rodand plate-shaped colloids. Neither at equilibrium nor in the early stages of the phase separation process
do we observe the theoretically disputed biaxial nematic phase. Instead, the mixtures show demixing into
an isotropic and a separate rod- and a plate-dominated uniaxial nematic phase. The high-concentration
regime of the rod-plate phase diagram is exceptionally rich because of the appearance of two extra liquid
crystal phases: a rod-rich (presumably) nematic phase and a plate-rich columnar phase. This leads to the
appearance of several four-phase equilibria and even a five-phase equilibrium. We explain the observed
topology of the phase diagram by the interplay between the rod- and platelike shape of the particles and
their polydispersity.

1. Introduction
An additional degree of freedom, due to orientation,
makes the phase diagram of rod- or platelike colloidal
particles intrinsically richer than that of suspensions of
spheres. In particular, it may lead to the formation of
liquid-crystal phases in which particles are orientationally
ordered. Although perhaps counterintuitive at first
thought, such orientational ordering can be explained on
purely entropic grounds and may therefore occur in
suspensions of colloids that interact through a simple hardbody, that is, short-range repulsive potential. This has
been known since Onsager, who demonstrated that
although the alignment in a liquid-crystal phase leads to
a loss of orientational entropy, it may be compensated by
a gain in excluded volume (configurational) entropy if the
particle concentration is sufficiently high.1 Experimentally, liquid-crystal phases (such as a nematic or smectic)
have been observed in colloidal suspensions of inorganic
rods (vanadium pentoxide (V2O5),2,3 akaganeite (βFeOOH)4 and sterically stabilized boehmite (AlOOH),5
organic rods (microcrystalline cellulose,6 poly(tetrafluoroethylene),7) and biological rods (Tobacco Mosaic virus8-10
and fd virus11), amply demonstrating the validity of
Onsager’s theory in the case of rodlike particles. For plateshaped colloids, a model system displaying a comparably
rich phase behavior has been developed only recently. This
system of sterically stabilized gibbsite (Al(OH)3) platelets
exhibits an isotropic, a nematic,12 and a columnar phase,13
respectively, upon increasing the particle concentration.
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The phase behavior of mixtures of rod- and platelike
particles is not only increasingly richer than that of rods
and plates separately but also far less understood. In the
discussion on the rod-plate phase diagram a central role
is played by the stability of a biaxial nematic phase. In
a biaxial phase both the rodlike and the platelike species
are orientationally ordered, the axis of alignment of the
rods being perpendicular to that of the plates. Alternatively, this biaxial phase may be unstable to demixing
into two separate uniaxial nematic phases containing
predominantly rods and plates, respectively. The difficulty
in predicting the phase behavior of rod-plate mixtures in
theory14-18 and simulation19 originates from the subtle
balance between the mixtures’ three sources of entropy,
due to orientation, excluded volume, and mixing. In
experiments, evidence for biaxiality in rod-plate mixtures
was originally thought to exist in a system of micelles.20
The observed biaxial phase was later re-interpreted
however as the act of a single micellar species, its shape
being either intrinsically biaxial or changing across the
transition.21
In the present study we investigate the phase behavior
of a mixture of rods and plates that are unambiguously
rod- and plate-shaped. This mixture is a combination of
the above-mentioned model systems of sterically stabilized
boehmite rods5 and gibbsite platelets.12 First, we employ
this rod-plate mixture to pursue the issue of biaxial
nematic stability versus demixing in two uniaxial nematic
phases. Preliminary results22 are extended here to cover
both the kinetic pathway of the phase separation as well
as the final equilibrium states. Moreover, we focus on the
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Table 1. Particle Characterization Results for the Rods
and Plates Used in This Study (Given Sizes Reflect the
Dimensions of the Grafted Particles, Obtained by Adding
Twice the Estimated Polymer Layer Thickness to the
TEM Dimensions)
rods
plates

long axis (nm)

short axis (nm)

aspect ratio

186 ((30%)
208 ((25%)

18 ((30%)
14 ((20%)

10
15

rod-plate phase diagram at high particle concentrations.
While, so far, theoretical efforts were directed toward the
biaxial versus demixing issue, the possibility that rodplate mixtures may form higher order liquid crystals has
not yet been considered. This possibility is investigated
in the high-concentration regime.
2. Experimental Section
2.1. Synthesis and Characterization of the Model System. The employed model systems of rod- and platelike colloids
consist of sterically stabilized boehmite (AlOOH) and gibbsite
(AL(OH)3) particles, respectively, dispersed in toluene. The initial
aqueous suspensions are prepared by hydrothermal treatment
(at 150 and 85 °C, respectively) of 0.09 M HCl solutions containing
both 0.08 M aluminum tri-sec-butoxide and 0.08 M aluminum
tri-iso-propoxide.22-24,12 Both systems are subsequently grafted
with a (Mn ≈ 1000) modified polyisobutylene25,12 to provide the
particles with an approximately hard-body interaction potential.
The thickness of this polymer layer has been estimated at 4
nm.26
Particle size distributions of rods and plates are determined
from transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images. The
estimated thickness of the polymer layer is added to the numberaverage TEM dimensions to obtain the size of the grafted
particles, shown in Table 1. The polydispersity in particle size
is defined as the relative standard deviation σx ) x〈x2〉-〈x〉2/〈x〉,
where x is the corresponding dimension of the rod or plate. In
the case of the gibbsite platelets, the particle diameter is
determined as the circle with an area equal to that of the
approximately hexagonal particle. Prior to the examination of
the thickness of the platelets by TEM, some of the gibbsite
suspension is deliberately flocculated by the addition of water
to facilitate edgewise imaging.
To study the phase diagram of mixtures of these systems,
weighed amounts of stock suspensions of rods and plates are
homogenized in 2-mm cuvettes and stored under thermostatic
conditions to reach equilibrium. The colloid volume fraction φ,
which includes the solvent present in the grafted polymer layer,
is obtained by dividing the mass concentration c (determined by
drying a known amount of dispersion at 75 °C to constant weight)
by the effective mass density Feff as described in refs 5, 27, and
28. For the rod- and platelike particles we have Feff ) 1.2 g/cm3
and Feff 1.3 g/cm3, respectively, each with an estimated error of
10% due to the uncertainty in polymer layer thickness.
2.2. Scattering and Microscopy Experiments. Small-angle
X-ray scattering (SAXS) experiments were performed on the
DUBBLE beam line at the ESRF, Grenoble, France. The X-ray
beam is highly monochromatic (∆λ/λ ≈ 2 × 10-4) and has a narrow
focus (about 0.5 × 0.5 mm2). The wavelength was fixed at 0.138
nm. A 512 × 512 pixel detector was placed at about 8.5 m from
the sample, yielding an accessible q range of about 0.02-0.7
nm-1. The q axis is calibrated using an oriented hydrated collagen
fiber of a rat tail tendon. The raw two-dimensional diffraction
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Figure 1. Phase separation in moderately concentrated rodplate mixtures, as observed between crossed polarizers. Depicted are (a) an isotropic upper phase in coexistence with a
nematic N+ bottom phase, (b) I + N+ + N- coexistence, and (c)
I + N- coexistence. The overall compositions of the samples
range from (a) (φrod, φplate) ) (0.10, 0.01), (b) (0.10,0.08), to (c)
(0.02,0.18).
Table 2. Rod/Plate Number Ratios Nrod/Nplate in the
Coexisting Phases after Phase Separation, as
Determined from TEM Micrographs (Corresponding
Number Ratios in the Samples before Demixing Are
Included for Comparison)
overall composition
sample

(φrod, φplate)

I + N+ + N- (0.10, 0.08)
N+ + N- + C (0.05, 0.31)
N+ + X
(0.17, 0.05)

Nrod/Nplatea
13
2.2
34

Nrod/Nplate
I

N+

X

N-

C

39 26
2.7
21
0.7 0.6
68b 45b

a Calculated from the rod/plate volume fraction ratio (φ
rod, φplate),
using the particle volume ratio vrod/vplate ≈ 1/10 as estimated from
the grafted particle dimensions (Table 1). b Number ratios are
determined by counting several hundreds of particles. Nevertheless,
statistics for samples with very large rod/plate number ratios are
insufficient to provide quantitative agreement with the corresponding overall value estimated from the rod/plate volume
fractions.

patterns are radially averaged after correction for transmission
and background radiation. Prior to the SAXS experiment, samples
were stored in a thermostated room for 2 weeks to reach phase
equilibrium.
Samples studied by polarization microscopy were prepared in
flat, 0.2-mm path length capillaries that were subsequently sealed
with an epoxy glue. Prior to the microscopy experiment, the
samples are homogenized by ultrasonic treatment for a few
minutes.

3. Results
3.1. Phase Behavior at Moderate Concentration.
Up to moderate volume fractions (φtotal j 0.3) the rodplate phase diagram comprises three regions of phase
coexistence (Figure 1). For rod-rich mixtures, phase
separation yields an isotropic phase (I) in coexistence with
a nematic phase (N+) of predominantly rods. Plate-rich
samples, on the other hand, show coexistence of an
isotropic and a nematic phase (N-) containing mostly
plates. The plus and minus signs used to denote these
nematics refer to the axis of orientational order, which is
either parallel (in the case of the rodlike N+ phase) or
perpendicular (for the platelike N- phase) to the direction
of the particles’ highest refractive index. I + N+ + Ntriple coexistence is observed over the broad range of
intermediate rod-plate compositions. TEM micrographs
confirm the rod- and plate-dominated nature of the N+
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Table 3. Average Diameter (nm) and Polydispersity of the Platelets in the Coexisting Phases That Appear in Table 2
sample
N+

N-

I+
+
N+ + N- + C
N+ + X

I

N+

184 ((25%)

205 ((24%)
138 ((33%)
187 ((23%)

X

N-

C

268 ((19%)
189 ((26%)

238 ((17%)

221 ((25%)

Figure 2. The course of the phase separation process in the I + N+ + N- triple coexistence region, as observed by polarization
microscopy. The stages I-IV correspond to 30 min, 4 h, 20 h, and 2 days after homogenizing the sample. Stage IV depicts the I
- N+ interface (top image) and the N+ - N- interface (bottom image) after macroscopic phase separation in a vertically oriented
sample. The composition of the studied rod-plate mixture is (φrod, φplate) ) (0.06, 0.13). The size represented by the scale bar varies
from 200 µm in stages I and II to 800 µm in stages III and IV.

and N- phase, respectively, with subsequent rod/plate
number density ratios being presented in Table 2. Along
with the segregation of the rod and plate populations in
the coexisting I + N+ + N- phases, TEM micrographs also
demonstrate that pronounced fractionation with respect
to size of the particles has occurred. For instance, the
diameter of the platelets in the plate-dominated nematic
N- is roughly 40% larger than that in the coexisting I and
N+ phase while, at the same time, the polydispersity in
the N- phase is reduced significantly below that of the
parent suspension (see Table 3).
The biaxial nematic phase, which is not observed in the
moderate concentration regime nor in any other part of
the phase diagram, is apparently not stable for the rodplate mixture studied here. One may wonder, however,
if analogous to the role of a metastable gas-liquid binodal29
in the fluid-crystal transition kinetics of hard-sphere
suspensions the biaxial phase is involved in the I + N+
+ N- demixing process as a metastable intermediate.
Moreover, the evolution of demixing in the triple coexistence region is an issue of fundamental interest, which
has been studied earlier for a mixture of colloidal spheres
and polymer undergoing gas-liquid-crystal separation.30,31 We therefore examine the kinetic pathway of the
I + N+ + N- phase separation, using polarization microscopy. The early stages of the phase separation,
illustrated by Figure 2, involve the formation of two
distinct liquid-crystal phases, which simultaneously evolve
but by different mechanisms. By comparison to the final
state (Figure 2, stage IV) we identify the yellowish
birefringent domains as the rodlike nematic N+ and the
(29) Illet, S. M.; Orrock, A.; Poon, W. C. K.; Pusey, P. N. Phys. Rev.
E 1995, 51, 1344.
(30) Poon, W. C. K.; Renth, F.; Evans, R. M. L.; Fairhurst, D. J.;
Cates, M. E.; Pusey, P. N. Phys. Rev. Lett. 1999, 83, 1239.
(31) Poon, W. C. K.; Renth, F.; Evans, R. M. L. J. Phys.: Condens.
Matter 2000, 12.

bluish domains as the platelike nematic N-. The formation
of the N+ phase proceeds by the mechanism of spinodal
decomposition,5 its spinodal density fluctuations growing
in amplitude and wavelength with time. At the same time,
and apparently independent from the emerging N+ phase,
a platelike nematic N- phase forms by the mechanism of
nucleation and growth of the corresponding nematic
droplets. Under the microscope, the onset of N+ - Ndemixing can be observed already at 5 min after homogenization of the sample. The microscopic observations thus
demonstrate that, from the very early stages on, the phase
separation involves demixing of the two uniaxial nematics
rather than the formation of a biaxial nematic phase.
3.2. Phase Behavior at High Concentration. At high
volume fractions of rods and plates (0.3 j φtotal j 0.5) the
phase behavior becomes increasingly rich. In principle,
one would expect the isotropic phase to vanish if the
concentration of a I + N+ + N- sample is raised. Instead,
increasing both the rod and the plate concentration leads
to the appearance of one, and eventually two extra liquidcrystal phases (Figure 3). TEM images demonstrate that
one of these extra phases contains almost exclusively rods
while the other is explicitly plate-rich (Table 2). The nature
of the rod-rich phase has not been established unambiguously yet. A preliminary SAXS measurement on this phase
(which we denote by X) shows that its scattering is typical
for a nematic, rather than a smectic phase, as it lacks
scattering peaks in the range of q ≈ 2π/(rod length). The
SAXS measurement is not conclusive, however, as the
amount of X phase available for the experiment was very
small such that some solvent may have evaporated.
The SAXS pattern of the other dense liquid-crystal phase
(Figure 4 curve b), comprising predominantly plates,
reveals that this is a columnar phase (C). The structure
characterizing a columnar phase is a regular twodimensional lattice of columns, the columns being one-
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Figure 3. Phase-separated rod-plate mixtures as observed between crossed polarizers. Depicted are (a) four-phase I + N+ + N+ C coexistence (denoted in order from top to bottom) in a sample with the composition (φrod, φplate) ) (0.06, 0.26), (b) five-phase
I + N+ + X + N- + C coexistence at (0.10,0.22), (c) four-phase N+ + X + N- + C coexistence at (0.07, 0.29), and (d) two-phase N+ C coexistence at (0.03,0.35). Image (e) depicts a sample at (0.02, 0.35) exhibiting N- + C coexistence, photographed without crossed
polarizers but illuminated by white light to demonstrate the Bragg reflections in the lower (C) phase.

Figure 4. SAXS pattern of (a) the columnar phase in a plate
suspension with an overall concentration φplate ) 0.45, (b) the
columnar phase in a rod-plate mixture of overall composition
(φrod, φplate) ) (0.02, 0.35), (c) nematic phase that coexists with
the columnar phase depicted by curve (b), and (d) a very dilute
suspension of plates (φplate ≈ 0.01) reflecting the form factor of
the platelets. Scattered intensities are in arbitrary units and
curves are shifted vertically for clarity.
Table 4. q Values of the Peak Maxima as They Appear in
the SAXS Patterns of the Columnar Phase in a Pure
Plate Suspension and a Rod-Plate Mixturea
q (10-2 nm-1)
a
b

(100)

(110)

(210)

(001)

(002)

2.89
2.81

5.0
4.99

7.4
7.51

25.6
27.8

56

a

The overall composition of samples a and b is given by (φrod,
φplate) ) (0, 0.45) and (0.02, 0.35), respectively.

dimensional liquidlike stacks of platelets. The scattering
of the columnar phase is readily distinguished from a
nematic N- phase and an isotropic plate suspension, which
are depicted by curves c and d in Figure 4. In the small
q regime, where the spacing d ) 2π/q is of the order of the
diameter of the platelets, the columnar phase exhibits
one major peak and one or perhaps two additional peaks.
The q values of these peaks (Table 4), whose q ratio is like
1:x3:x7, demonstrates that ordering in the plane of the
plate diameter is hexagonal with the peaks corresponding
to the (100), (110), and (210) reflections. The two peaks
at much larger q correspond to 1 and 0.5 times a spacing
of roughly the plate thickness. We therefore identify them
as the (001) and (002) reflections of the liquidlike order

between the plates along the column axis. The columnar
signature of this phase, as opposed to a hexagonally
ordered layerlike structure that would give rise to similar
peaks, is demonstrated by unaffected q values of the
scattering peaks upon tilting a sample in a flat capillary
with respect to the X-ray beam.32,33,13 A crystalline
arrangement of the particles is not explicitly ruled out by
the observations, although this possibility is most unlikely.
In Figure 4, scattering from the columnar phase in a
rod-plate mixture (curve b) is compared to the columnar
phase in the absence of rods (curve a). Despite the
considerable concentration of rods in the first (Table 2),
the SAXS patterns are notably similar, in particular, with
respect to the position of the low q peaks reflecting the
hexagonal ordering between columns. The (001) peak,
corresponding to the liquidlike order along the z axis of
the column, is shifted to slightly larger q in the case of the
rod-plate mixture, suggesting that the structure is either
slightly compressed or that the C phase contains relatively
thin platelets as the result of fractionation. As the length
of the rods is almost equal to the plate diameter, the
entropically most favorable location of the rods appears
to be between the plates in the column, their long axis
being oriented perpendicular to the column axis. From
the measured scattering patterns it cannot be established
whether this is the actual arrangement of the rods, but
this picture does not conflict with the SAXS patterns
either. A prominent effect of the presence of rods in the
columnar phase is that, judged by the intensity of the
scattering peaks, it makes columnar ordering more
pronounced. In an earlier study where platelet suspensions
without rods were considered, a similar enhancement of
columnar ordering was observed when the polydispersity
in platelet diameter was reduced. As discussed below, the
reduction of polydispersity due to fractionation is particularly strong in the C phase of the rod-plate mixture,
which may explain the more pronounced columnar ordering manifested by its SAXS pattern.
The emergence of the liquid-crystalline C and X phases
and their subsequent conjunction with the I, N+, and Nphases coexistence regions makes the overall topology of
the rod-plate phase diagram notably rich (Figures 3 and
(32) Guinier, A. X-ray Diffraction in Crystals, Imperfect Crystals,
and Amorphous Bodies; Dover: New York, 1994.
(33) Brown, A. B. D.; Ferrero, C.; Narayanan, T.; Rennie, A. R. Eur.
Phys. J. B 1999, 11, 481.
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is hence very effective in reducing the polydispersity of
the platelets. In this respect, it surpasses the C phase in
the absence of rods,13 the N- phase in a rod-plate mixture
(previous section), the N- phase in plate-polymer mixtures,28 and particularly the N- phase in pure plate
suspensions.12
4. Discussion

Figure 5. Experimental phase diagram of the rod-plate
mixtures. Symbols b (I), | (N+), s (N-), 0 (X), and O (C) indicate
which phases were observed at the studied points in the phase
diagram. Boundaries of the phase regions are indicated by lines,
their shape and positioning based on the data points they enclose
and on the consistency with surrounding phase regions. Lines
are dashed in regions where the limited number of data points
does not allow precise location of the phase boundaries.

Figure 6. TEM micrographs of each of the N+, N-, and C
phases at triple coexistence.

Figure 7. Diameter distributions P(D) in the coexisting phases
at N+ - N- - C equilibrium, as determined from TEM
micrographs. The distributions are based on around 150
particles each and normalized such that ∑P(Di) ) 1.

5). A variety of two-, three-, and four-phase equilibria and
even a five-phase equilibrium is observed, each of these
phase regions being based on combinations of the I, N+,
N-, C, and X phases. The reason for the diversity of the
phase diagrams and the observed topology is discussed in
the next section.
Fractionation of the plate diameter in the X and C phase
is studied for samples at N+ + X and N+ + N- + C
coexistence (see Table 3 and Figures 6 and 7). In the X
phase, reduction of the platelets’ polydispersity by fractionation is weak, which is not surprising for a roddominated nematic phase that coexists with another rodrich nematic N+. In the columnar phase, on the other hand,
σD is reduced to 17% for the studied mixture at triple
coexistence. The columnar phase in a rod-plate mixture

The coexistence of up to five phases, as observed in
concentrated rod-plate mixtures, prompts us to reconsider
the perception of the experimental system as a simple
rod-plate mixture. This is due to the phase rule of Gibbs,
which implies that, at a given temperature, five-phase
coexistence in a colloidal suspension requires the presence
of at least four different colloidal species. In reality, both
the rod and plate suspensions are polydisperse and hence
represented by a virtually infinite number of species
differing in size. Here, we will use the fact that because
of the competing costs of mixing entropy, the number of
coexisting phases is limited to a maximum of five, which
allows us to represent the polydisperse rod-plate mixture
by four effective components. This facilitates understanding of the global features of the observed phase diagram.
Led by the rod- or plate-dominated nature of the four
different liquid-crystal phases that appear in the phase
diagram, we assign two of the effective components to two
monodisperse rodlike species and the two remaining
components to two monodisperse platelike species. The
difference between the like species is that they are unequal
in size. The high-dimensional rod-plate phase space is
now projected onto a four-dimensional phase diagram,
set up by four axes that correspond to the concentrations
of the four different components. The most eye-catching
feature of the experimental phase diagram, the five-phase
I + N+ + N- + X + C coexistence region, appears in the
four-dimensional phase diagram in the region where five
four-phase regions, comprising five different four-phase
combinations of the I, N+, N-, X, and C phases, intersect.
These, in turn, are surrounded by a total number of 5!/
(3!2!) ) 10 different three-phase coexistence regions, 5!/
(2!3!) ) 10 two-phase regions, and finally the 5!/(1!4!) )
5 single-phase regions (I, N+, N-, X, and C). In the
experiment we can vary only two parameters, the concentration of the polydisperse rods and that of the
polydisperse plates. The experimentally accessible rodplate mixtures therefore lie in one plane of rod vs plate
concentration. This two-dimensional experimental plane
cuts through the four-dimensional phase diagram, apparently with an angle such that it hits the five-phase
coexistence region. This explains why, in the experiment,
we observe a five-phase equilibrium and several four-,
three, two-, and single-phase equilibria, while at the same
time a few phase equilibria are absent. That is because,
geometrically, the two-dimensional experimental plane
simply cannot cut through all phase regions that are
present in the four-dimensional rod-plate phase diagram.
The polydisperse system’s ability to follow the entropic
pathway toward multiphase coexistence, rather than to
end in glassy structures, may nevertheless be considered
a remarkable feature.
5. Conclusions
We have studied the phase behavior of the first
experimental system consisting of unambiguously rodand plate-shaped particles. Neither at equilibrium nor in
the early stages of the phase separation process do we
observe the theoretically disputed biaxial nematic phase.
Instead, the mixtures show demixing into an isotropic (I)
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and a separate rod- and a plate-dominated uniaxial
nematic phase (N+ and N-). The high-concentration regime
of the rod-plate phase diagram comprises two extra liquidcrystal phases, being a rod-rich (presumably) nematic
phase X and a plate-rich columnar phase C. By conjunction
with the I, N+, and N- coexistence regions, the X and C
phases lead to the appearance of three four-phase equilibria and even a five-phase equilibrium. Understanding
a similar topology of the phase diagram requires that the
rod- and platelike shapes of the particles as well as their
polydispersity be taken into account. The challenge hence
raised for theoretical studies and computer simulations
is 2-fold: to investigate the phase behavior of monodisperse
rod-plate mixtures at high concentrations to establish
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the stability of higher density liquid-crystal phases
(columnar, smectic, or perhaps a mixed phase) and, second,
to address the effect of polydispersity on the rod-plate
phase diagram.
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